Introduction
Consider a subspace Fffi with coordinates u* (tt=1,,..,a) snd metric tensor g n{u,u') imbedded in a Finsler space F OCB XI with coordinates x (i=1,...,n) and metric tensor g^(x,x'), then we have [5J:
( 
Cp-ourveB In a Finsler spaoe
First of all we shall define Cg-curves as the carves of the subspace having the property that at every point, its normal geodesic surface (formed by first and seoond normal) contains the tangent vector to a curve of the congruence of curves through that point. Next we define Cg-curves of order p as the curves of the subspace having the property that at every point, its normal geodesic surface (formed by first and EH-1-th normal) contains the tangent vector to a curve of the congruence of curves through that point. If the vector with contravariant components lies in this geodesic surfaoet, then we have
where a^j and b^j are to be determined. Prom (1.6J and (2.1), we obtain
If we assume that the curve C is an asymptotic curve of order p in a Pinsler space [4] f then we have (2 ' 3) ?(p+1) = ^p+D^' Differentiating (2.3) w.r.t. the arc length of the curve C we obtain the equation
which can be written in the form
where By virtue of (2.3) and (2.5), the-equation (2.2) takes the form
• Multiplying (2.7) by gijXjj and using (1.1) and (1.2) we obtain
Again multiplying (2.7) by gij(x,x / )n*^j and summing on i, we get and calling Y(p) ^e contravariant components of the curvature vector of C B -curves of order p we define these curves as follows. A C n -curve of order p of F m w.r.t. a congruence determined by the parameters t is a curve along which the curvature vector is a null vector. If in particular p = 1, then (2.13) reduces to the equation
which we call the differential equation of -curves in P". u m 3. Some specj'al properties Prom (2.14) it follows that if K (^)j(t>fi), = 0 (i* Q *> th e curve C is an asymptetio curve of order p+1, [4J) and ^(p) = ^en we ^a ve either p_j_-|) = ® (i.e., the curve C is a geodesic of order p+1,t4]) or the vector with components ¿, £ (p+2) is a nu H vector. Hence we have the following theorem. Theorem 3*1* A necessary and sufficient condition for a Cg-ourve of order p to be an asymptotio curve of order p+1 is one of the following:
it is a geodesic of order p+1 in FJj In addition to this,if = 0 and = 0, we get either ) (p+1) = ^ 0I> B *pt) = Hence we have Theorem 3.2.
A necessary and sufficient condition for a CB-curve of order p to be a geodesio" of order p+1 in F is one of the following: (i) it is an asymptotic curve of order p+1, (ii) the vector with components B^j is a null vector.
Let us denote by ^(p) "tiie curvature of the CB-curve of prder p, then we have from (2.14) the following relation The positive and negative signs are to be taken according as (3 Thus we get Theorem 3.6. If the vectors t*^ and are parallel, then a necessary and sufficient condition for a Cg-curve of order p to be geodesic of order p+1 in F fl is that it has to be an asymptotic curve of order p+t, provided the congruence is formed not of tangential vectors only.
